Marjorie Saulson
The Show Up, Speak Up, Stand Out & Succeed
Specialist

3 Fear-Busting Strategies
for Reluctant Speakers
Who Want Leads, Clients and Cash
Overcome the 3 Speaking Saboteurs
to Make More Money
and Get More Clients with Every Talk
Are you tired of losing potential business because you don’t know what
to say, how to say it effectively, or are simply afraid to say it? In this
engaging training, packed with memorable stories from the trenches, you
will see strategies in motion so that you can share your message with
poise and ease in any speaking situation – on the platform, online, on
the phone, in meetings, networking, and in social situations.
This interactive and upbeat talk showcases the 3 vital aspects of
effective communication:

Creating your
authentic magnetizing
messages

Developing practical
and powerful
presentations skills

Overcoming your
speaking fears so
that you can share
your message at any
opportune time

Book Marjorie Now

as your next keynote speaker or breakout facilitator.

Marjorie Saulson
(248) 217-0346
marjorie@vibrantvocalpower.com

VibrantVocalPower.com/speaking

Speaking, Message
& Marketing Mentor
Marjorie Saulson
is passionately
committed to
helping business
people who are
nervous about
public speaking
to develop
their own
messages,
acquire
powerful
presentation
skills, and
overcome
their fears; so
that they can attract all the
clients they want and create the
business and lifestyle of their
dreams.
Her straight talk, humor and
humility guide fearful speakers
to feel comfortable in any
speaking situation.
A professionally trained singer
and voice actor, she often uses
music and a variety of voices
to get her points across in a
humorous and memorable way.
She has graced the stage and
led workshops in a variety of
cities, including Boston, Chicago,
Dallas, Detroit, Edmonton,
Houston, Kansas City, Los
Angeles and Winnipeg.
As a lifelong volunteer and
fundraiser, she has raised
hundreds of thousands of dollars
for her favorite worthy causes,
making the ask on stage, in
meetings, and on the phone.

WHAT AUDIENCE MEMBERS AND CLIENTS SAY

Audience members are enlightened, engaged, and entertained with every
presentation and workshop. Whether she is addressing an intimate group
or an audience of a thousand or more, count on Marjorie to “edutain” and
inspire fearful potential speakers to show up, speak up and stand out.

Marjorie Saulson

Named

2017
Top Speaking
Coach of the Year
by the International
Association of Top
Professionals

Connect with
Marjorie Saulson

Marjorie Saulson offers a wealth of insights from a lifetime of passion and
experience. The networking session alone was filled with useful tips that will
surely make a difference!

~ Thom Harrison, DreamBusinessGuide.com

Whether you are finding, discovering, or reinventing your voice or your message, Marjorie’s insight, coaching and positive plans for action are an enlightening booster shot in the arm and psyche.

~ Gena Conti, GenaConti.Com

I was impressed by Marjorie’s confidence, her clarity, and her connection with
her audience. She shared her in-depth knowledge of her subject with wit and
humor, holding everyone’s attention from the beginning to the end of her talk.

~ Jan Champion, Licensed Master Social Worker

Marjorie really delivers in her training system. And her bonus, End Sales
Call Terror Forever, is one of the best trainings I’ve seen on how to effectively
handle a sales call.
~ Amy Crane, SocialLabMarketing.com

A FREE GIFT PROMOTION
is waiting for YOU at
www.overcomeyourspeakingfears.com

